Recessed Cavity

The **MINIMUM** space necessary to allow for the roller, mesh, slidebar, and slidebar seal within the cavity is:

- **4” Roll Tube** (Used in a 5 ½” Housing)
  - 6 ½” depth, 11” height, and equal width to the width of the screen
- **5” Roll Tube** (Used in a 7” Housing)
  - 7 ½” depth, 12” in height, and equal width to the width of the screen
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**Mounting Brackets and U-Channel**

Brackets must be mounted within the cavity and fastened so that the width between the outside edges of the brackets matches the full length of the unit.

The U-Channel must be mounted so that the back ends line up with the rear of the cavity and outside edge of the brackets.
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*Birds-Eye View of Cavity*
Removable Access Panel

A removable access panel must be fixed after the screen is installed. The minimum dimensions of the removable panel is:

- The width of the cavity and 7” tall
- This removable panel allows for access to the screen should any service be necessary.

Recessed Track Clips

When attaching the track clips to the recessed track, attach the first clip 12” from the top of the track. Each subsequent clips should be attached 18” apart from the previous clip.